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1  Didn't the woman look lovely in that ..................  silk dress?

beautiful long green long beautiful green green beautiful long long green beautiful

2  Unfortunately, the number of endangered animals like Asian .................. and cheetahs

.................. going to decrease in the future.

elephants / are elephant / is elephants / is elephant / are

3  I .................. Andrea at the party last night. She .................. a beautiful dress.

saw / wore saw / was wearing

was seeing /  wore was seeing / was wearing

4  There is a plan to protect the .................. who take care of little .................. on their own.

housewife / child housewives / children housewife / children housewives / child

5  Which underlined word is NOT CORRECT in the following sentence?

If wolves’ natural home is endangered, they may come to villages to hunt sheeps.

wolves  is villages sheeps

6  I can't come to the meeting tonight. I .................. see my parents.

will won't am going to am not going to

7   A: “Why is he wearing his jacket?”        B: “He ........... an important ceremony in an hour. ”

attends will attend attended is going to attend

8  What exactly  .................. when I  .................. into your office yesterday?

did you do / came will you do / come

were you doing / came are you doing / come

9  A: 'Are those shoes less expensive than these ones?'
B: 'No, those shoes are a lot  .................. these ones.'

more expensive than as expensive as more expensive least expensive

10  Which sentence is grammatically wrong?

I am cleaning my room now. I’m not knowing the name of the street.

She is watching television at the moment. She is writing a letter to a close friend.

11  The police were interviewing all their friends and  ..................  after the terrorist attack.

galaxies thieves neighbors donors

12  I’m not interested in your personal ideas. I just want to know the  .................. .

rings orbits facts rocks
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13  She is a hardworking person. She’ll never .................. without a fight.

pass away defend against believe in give up

14  Most teachers disagree about the recent changes in the education  .................. .

mark ring system work

15  If you compare house prices in the two areas, it's quite .................. how different they are.

dangerous amazing delicious daily

16  Fire destroyed an area of forest the  ..................  of Texas.

long large size amount

17  You are a clever boy. If you do as I tell you, you will .................. your chances of winning this

hard race after two years of losing.

put out explain protect increase

18  People .................. according to their own understanding of situations.

observe develop narrate behave

19  It is natural that if you feed your dog .................. , you can increase his lifespan.

hopefully properly sadly heavily

20  Art books are very expensive,  .................. if they have colorful pictures.

hopefully  especially naturally properly
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